NEVADA CHILD SUPPORT GUIDELINES COMMITTEE PUBLIC MEETING TO
REVIEW CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT GUIDELINES IN ACCORDANCE WITH
ASSEMBLY BILL 278 OF THE 2017 LEGISLATIVE SESSION.
The public meeting to review child support enforcement guidelines was brought to order by
committee chair Kim Surratt at 1:02 p.m. on Friday, November 30, 2018. This meeting was videoconferenced between the Division of Welfare and Supportive Services, 1470 College Parkway,
Room 149, Carson City, NV and the Division of Welfare and Supportive Services, 701 North
Rancho Drive, Training Room 5, Las Vegas, NV. The meeting was also accessible via
teleconference.
MEMBERS PRESENT:
Kathleen Baker, Washoe County District Attorney’s Office
Nova Murray, Deputy Administrator, Division of Welfare and Supportive Services
Karen Cliffe, Clark County District Attorney’s Office
Ellen Crecelius, Chief Financial Officer, Division of Health Care Financing and Policy
Assemblywoman Melissa Hardy
Senator Keith Pickard
Kim Surratt, Family Law Section of the State Bar of Nevada
Dawn Throne, Family Law Section of the State Bar of Nevada
MEMBERS ABSENT:
Senator Nicole Cannizzaro
Assemblyman Ozzie Fumo
Joseph Sanford, Churchill County District Attorney’s Association
Jim Shirley, Family Division of the Eleventh Judicial District Court
Lidia Stiglich, Justice, Nevada Supreme Court
MEMBERS PRESENT VIA TELEPHONE:
Charles Hoskin, Family Division of the Eighth Judicial District Court
Bridget Robb, Presiding Judge of the 2nd Judicial District Court
STAFF PRESENT:
David Castagnola, Social Service Specialist III, Division of Welfare and Supportive Services
(DWSS)
Joy Tomlinson, Administrative Assistant IV, DWSS
Rebecca Lindelow, Family Services Supervisor, DWSS
Kiersten Gallagher, Social Services Manager, DWSS
Amy Crowe, Senior Deputy Attorney General
GUESTS PRESENT – NORTH
Glen Baker
Jenni Cartwright
Kristopher Daniel
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GUESTS PRESENT – SOUTH
None
GUESTS PRESENT VIA TELEPHONE:
James Plar
Stacy Sullivan
Jimmy Carr
Leah Romhaar
Agenda Item #1 – Call to Order and Roll Call
The public meeting to review child support enforcement guidelines was brought to order by
committee chair Kim Surratt at 1:02 pm. Roll call was taken. Ms. Surrat clarified for the record
that Senator Pickard is taking Senator Roberson’s position, Assemblywoman Hardy is taking
Senator Pickard’s Assembly position, and Senator Cannizzaro is taking Senator Farley’s position.
It was determined a quorum was present. Judge Hoskin left the meeting during discussion of
Agenda Item #4.
Agenda Item #2 – Public Comment
Ms. Surratt called for public comment in Las Vegas: no public comment. Ms. Surratt clarified for
the record that no public was present in Las Vegas and that she would not call for public comment
from Las Vegas.
Ms. Surratt called for public comment over the telephone. Public comment was heard from James
Plar. Mr. Plar suggested the committee allow parties to apply for a modification after the
regulations are adopted. He stated any party should be allowed to apply for a modification based
on the new guidelines. Mr. Plar also suggested the committee consider using a formula that is
based on the cost of raising a child and not solely on the income of the parties.
Public comment was heard from Stacy Sullivan. Ms. Sullivan stated she is a custodian who is
remarried, and her husband makes good money. The father of her children does not pay child
support, but her husband is responsible for paying for all her children. There is no leniency on how
much he must pay. She suggested minimizing the amount a new spouse would have to pay to take
care of their step-children. She also suggested the committee allow parties to amend their child
support orders when the new regulations are adopted.
Public comment was heard from Jimmy Carr. Mr. Carr suggested changing the regulations to read:
•
•

In primary custody situations only: “the relative income of both parents.”
In shared custody situations only: “the household income of the lower income parent may
be considered to lower the obligation support of the higher income parent.”

Senator Pickard asked Mr. Carr if he was suggesting the committee consider the relative income
of only the parents in the primary custody situations and the relative income of the households in
shared custody situations. Mr. Carr stated the relative income of both parents in primary custody
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situations should be considered. In a shared custody situation, the household income of the lower
paying parent should be considered to lower the obligation for the higher income earning parent.
Ms. Surratt called for public comment in the north. Public comment was heard from Jenni
Cartwright. Ms. Cartwright thanked the committee for their work on these new regulations. She
stated she believes there is work that needs to be done on shared custody and the disparity that is
there. Ms. Cartwright stated custodians are now having to pay their ex-spouses child support.
Agrees with the realative income of the obligee’s household being considered, especially when it
can reduce or eliminate payments to a wealthy household. She stated she strongly disagrees with
the broad language that incorporates both parties’ household income, specifically an obligor. In
the new definitions, only the primary physical custodians would be obligees and obligors would
be all parents in shared custody situations. It is a detriment to the child support program to
disincentivize responsible step-parenting. This language would extend the ability for a court to
view a step-parent’s income as part of child support. This needs to be a very limited and specific
deviation so that step-parents are not put in bad situations. She suggested setting a maximum
amount that can be considered up to the first-tier level of income, $72,000 a year, between the
households, including the parent and step-parent. Should not restrict the parties from receiving a
modification if the law is going to change. She stated she agreed with DeAndrea’s public comment
about tax deductions.
Senator Pickard asked Ms. Cartwright for clarification on her suggestion regarding the household
income of an obligor. He asked Ms. Cartwright what happens when the obligee makes substantially
more than the obligor. Ms. Cartwright stated she agrees with the language that obligee’s household
income should be considered as a deviation factor because it accommodates for situation when
there is a wealthy obligee household but the obligee may not be working. She stated the judge
could deviate from the standard formula by stating the wealthy income can reduce the obligor’s
obligation downwards or to zero because that household has the means to support itself. She stated
she agrees with the place the money is going but there should be a consideration regarding whether
or not the money is needed to support the children.
Senator Pickard asked Ms. Cartwright to explain how she would place a cap when the obligor is
from a wealthy household. Ms. Cartwright suggested, if the wealth was from the obligor’s
household or in joint custody cases, using the first-tier income structure to cap the total
consideration of income from a step-parent in the obligor’s household. She stated the amount from
the first tier could be considered toward the payment of child support from the wealthy household
to the non-wealthy household.
Senator Pickard asked Ms. Cartwright if she could explain what she meant by first tier. Ms.
Cartwright stated she is talking about the six percent, the imputing of income or the consideration
of the household income that only kicks in at a total of $72,000 a year.
Public comment was heard from Kristopher Daniel. He stated he is paying $1,800 for child support.
He stated has his child part-time but is responsible for 100% of child support and 100% of health
insurance. He stated his ex-wife is a Zumba instructor and makes about $500 a month. He stated
his ex-wife is incentivized by the system to contribute nothing. He stated a 50/50 parent must have
the ability to not work overtime to make his child support payment. Mr. Daniel stated his overtime
makes him look like he has more money than he does. He stated since he works overtime he gets
less time with his children; his quality of life is going to decrease. Mr. Daniel suggested the
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committee give parties who are paying child support a break. He stated he should have the ability
to amend his child support, when the new regulations are adopted. He also stated the new
regulations need to split child support between the two parties.
Public comment was heard from Glen Baker. Mr. Baker stated that parties should have the ability
to modify their support with these new regulations. He stated he is in the middle of a modification
himself and is trying to stall so his child support can be amended following the new regulations.
He hired an attorney to help him with modifying his child support, however, there is a lot of abuse
going on in joint custody scenarios. Mr. Baker stated regarding Agenda Item #4 and the income
of both households, the courts should be taking every precaution to make sure they are not abusing
the person paying child support. He stated the courts should not be deviating upwards for obligor’s
but rather, they should be deviating downward. He also stated the courts should be looking at the
obligee more than the obligor.
Agenda Item #3 – Approval of meeting minutes (June 28, 2018)
Senator Pickard motioned to approve the meeting minutes. Ms. Baker seconded the motion.
Motion passed unanimously.
Agenda Item #4 – Review, discussion and recommendations on the use of “the relative
income of both households” as a factor for adjusting child support.
a. Presentation of the factor as drafted in the October 5, 2018, LCB File No. R183-18,
Sec. 17(1)(f)
Ms. Surratt asked for Amy Crowe, Senior Deputy Attorney General, to present the changes that
were made to Sec. 147(1)(f) by DWSS. See Exhibit A. Ms. Crowe stated the factor that was at
issue was “the relative income of both households.” Ms. Surratt asked for comments from the
committee.
Senator Pickard stated he likes Ms. Cartwright’s suggestion regarding the matching of obligation
when the obligee’s household income is significantly higher than the obligor’s. He asked how the
committee would define that. Senator Pickard stated he likes that the committee would not be
ignoring income but limiting the amount the obligor would be paying. He stated he is a little
concerned about how to manage the limitations when the obligor is from a wealthy house and the
spouse is arguably under employed. He stated limiting the household income considered to the
first-tier concerns him a little since it is so low. Considering the relative income of both households
gives the courts discretion to deviate based on the circumstances.
Ms. Throne stated the way the language is written is best. Either parent would then need to provide
evidence of why the calculation is not fair in their specific case. The committee spent a lot of time
coming up with these deviations factors and she would be hesitant to change them. Senator Pickard
stated he is not suggesting the committee change the deviation but update the deviation, so it is not
carte blanche. Ms. Cliffe stated she likes the way the deviation is written. Senator Pickard asked
how the judicial members feel about this language. Judge Hoskin stated the committee had a
provision that stated the court would only make those adjustment based on specific findings. He
stated he likes the language as it is. Ms. Murray stated there was public comment from the Public
Workshop that brought up the issue with this language. She also stated this would be a perfect
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opportunity for these individuals to voice their concerns to the committee. Judge Hoskin asked if
the concern is that the courts should consider or that the language should have a clearer
interpretation. Ms. Murray stated the concerns is how this section is worded the support would be
based on the income of each household. Ms. Murray asked the committee if there was any room
in Sec. 17(1) to clarify “the economic circumstances.” Senator Pickard asked Ms. Murray if that
would be addressed in Sec. 17(1)(g).
b. Public Comment on this agenda item
Ms. Surratt called for public comment over the telephone: no public comment.
Ms. Surratt called for public comment in Carson City. Public Comment was heard from Glen
Baker. Mr. Baker stated that in Humboldt County there is no deviation downward. He stated he
has no faith in the courts to read Sec. 17(1)(f) as it is written. Mr. Baker stated this language is
very vague and asked for stronger language to be placed in the regulations. Mr. Baker asked if Sec.
17(1)(h) will protect parties that have loans from having the loans considered toward ability to
pay.
Senator Pickard asked Mr. Baker if he was represented by an attorney during his divorce. Mr.
Baker stated he was represented by an attorney that represent both parties in the divorce. Senator
Pickard stated much of what Mr. Baker is saying he addresses daily within his practice. He stated
he would encourage Mr. Baker not to let his experience drive the guidelines as he was ill-advised.
Mr. Baker stated he agrees with Senator Pickard, however, in Humboldt County you are very
limited on attorneys. He stated his case is not the only one, every man he works with have identical
support orders. Mr. Baker stated one thing that would help is being able to modify your support
order with the new regulations. Ms. Cliffe stated that Sec. 8 needs to be read in tandem with Sec.
17. Ms. Surratt stated this relative of income household issue started at the Legislature that spurred
this committee to happen. She stated this issue came from Elko County. Ms. Surratt stated the
committee needs to balance this issue by making the language clearer.
Public Comment was heard from Jeni Cartwright. Ms. Cartwright stated she would like the
language to extend to lower paying obligors in joint custody situations. She stated the consideration
would follow where the money is supposed to go. If, in shared custody situations, the money is
going to a wealthy household where the money is not needed, the courts could downward deviate
so the person that is required to pay is not wasting their money. She stated the solution is already
there in the previous language that said, “the relative income of the obligee’s household.” Ms.
Cartwright stated that in her divorce with her ex-husband they would not pay each other child
support. Her husband then took her back to court to get child support as she was making more
money than him. Ms. Cartwright stated that her ex-husband takes her back to court as she makes
more money so he can receive more child support. This language could say that his income is so
low and her and her spouse’s income is so high that this should deviate upwards. She stated to
leave this issue up to the courts and case law is frightening to people in her situation, especially
when the regulations are not written in such a way that transfers the obligation to helpful,
hardworking step-parents. Ms. Cartwright stated there needs to be some limitations so that you are
not making household members pay more than what is necessary to support a child. Ms. Cartwright
suggested the committee change the language to “obligee or lower paying obligor” and it would
cover more situations.
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Ms. Surratt clarified that the suggested fix is to change the “relative income of both households”
to “the relative income of the obligge’s household.” Ms. Cartwright stated a second
recommendation would be that in a situation where the person ordered to pay has additional means,
there could be some parameters to consider a limited amount of the income from the household to
compensate.
Public Comment was heard from Kristopher Daniel. Mr. Daniel stated he makes a hazard bonus
with his job that is considered when calculating child support for his children. He stated there
should be an ability to go to the courts and ask for leniency. He stated you cannot let someone
have a job where they are clearly underemployed and not help the other parent. Mr. Daniel stated
50% of the responsibility is on the wife’s; 50% is the husband’s. He stated right now, 100% of the
responsibility is on the person with the higher income. He stated this does not give any incentive
to the other party to help.
c. Committee action
Ms. Surratt asked the committee for any additional comments. Ms. Surratt stated she has no
problems with Ms. Cartwright’s suggested edit to the language. She asked the committee if they
had any problems with the edit. Senator Pickard asked for clarification on the suggested edit. Ms.
Surratt stated the suggestion was to change “the relative income of both households” to “the
relative income of the obligee’s household or the lower paying obligor’s.” Ms. Cliffe stated she
likes how the language is written because it covers every situation. Ms. Surratt asked the committee
for scenarios the proposed language would not cover. Ms. Cliffe stated there are a large population
of obligor’s in Las Vegas that are surviving on the relative income of their household members.
She also mentioned there is a large population of obligor’s who are voluntarily under employed or
unemployed. Ms. Surratt asked Ms. Cliffe why the section on imputed income does not cover this
scenario. Senator Pickard stated he is suggesting some limitations on the intrusion of the
subsequent spouse. Ms. Baker stated the public comment is speaking on a joint physical custody
scenario. Ms. Surratt stated that the concern may be that Sec. 17(1) still states “any child support
obligation may be adjusted.” She suggested adding stronger language then “may” to require the
courts to consider these factors. Senator Pickard stated the committee should not mandate the
adjustments because of the Federal guideline which requires states to use less deviations. Senator
Pickard agreed with Ms. Cartwright’s earlier suggestion of limiting the obligor’s household
income to a tier. He stated the committee should limit the household income to the total imputed
income on the obligor. He asked Ms. Cliffe if she would object to language limiting the award to
the maximum actual or imputed income of the obligor. Ms. Cliffe stated she does not have an
objection either way the committee goes. She stated she does not think this is a decision that can
be made lightly as the committee took a whole year just to get to this point.
Ms. Surratt asked for a motion from the committee. Senator Pickard motioned for the committee
to add a limitation to the end “not to exceed the total actual or imputed income of the obligor.”
Ms. Surrratt seconded the motion. She asked for any additional comments from the committee.
Ms. Throne stated the language needs to be more specific such as “the total child support not be
more than.” Senator Pickard agreed with Ms. Throne’s proposed change. He restated his motion
to be “the relative income of both households the total award not to exceed the actual or imputed
income of the obligor.” Ms. Cliffe stated in a high earning case the courts will not impute the
obligor’s income. She asked if it is possible mathematically whether this new language is not going
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to work. Senator Pickard stated the higher earner will be taken care of during the imputation part
of the calculation. Imputing income will infringe on the subsequent spouse because the obligor is
voluntarily unemployed or under employed. If we are basing it on actual income we should not
making an award beyond that person’s total actual income. Ms. Cliffe stated she wanted to make
sure this new language would work out mathematically. The courts cannot access a greater gross
monthly income and the award cannot exceed the gross monthly income of the obligor. Ms. Surratt
stated this new language would stop the obligor from having to take their spouse’s income and
give it to the other party. Senator Pickard stated this new language should theoretically capture
most cases and if the language is specific enough it will cover most cases. Ms. Surratt asked
Senator Pickard to restate the proposed language, so the committee could vote on the motion.
Senator Pickard stated the motion was that Sec. 17(1)(f) would read, “the relative income of both
households so long as the total obligation does not exceed the actual or imputed income of the
obligor.” Ms. Surratt called for a vote of this motion. Ms. Throne and Ms. Cliffe opposed the
motion. Judge Robb abstained from the vote. Motion passed.
Agenda Item #5 - Review, discussion and recommendations on whether to consider the
specific circumstances of the obligee in imputing income.
a. Presentation of imputation of income as drafted in the October 5, 2018, LCB File No.
183-18, Sec. 12
Ms. Surratt asked Ms. Crowe to present the changes that were made to this language. Ms. Crowe
stated “the custodial parent” was removed by DWSS and “the non-custodial parent” was changed
to “obligor” so the language was consistent. Ms. Surratt asked Ms. Murray to explain the change
made by DWSS. Ms. Murray stated the language did not make sense when it included “the
custodial parent” in the language. She stated imputation of income would only apply to the obligor
and in a shared parenting situation both parties would be considered obligors. Ms. Murray stated
the language was not changed for any other reason than it did not make sense how it was stated.
b. Public Comment on this agenda item
Ms. Surratt called for public comment over the telephone: no public comment.
Ms. Surratt called for public comment in Carson City. Public comment was heard from Jeni
Cartwright. Ms. Cartwright asked for clarification from Ms. Murray on her statement regarding
the changes to the language. Ms. Murray stated when you arrive at this section, the person who
owes child support (the obligor), if they were under-employed or unemployed, you would impute
the income of the obligor. In shared custody you have two obligors when you start and you are
imputing both obligors’ income to determine who will be ordered to pay support. The obligee
statement seemed irrelevant because if there was a change in income for the obligee’s household
that would be captured in Sec. 17.
Public comment was heard from Glen Baker. Mr. Baker stated that Sec. 12 is worded nicely, but
he is doubtful it will be followed. He stated it may take a court case being appealed from Humboldt
County before anything is done. He asked on residence if an obligor in a joint custody case has a
residence that he obtained a mortgage on. He stated the house payment is much lower than it would
be if they had not applied the down payment. Mr. Baker asked if this would this apply under
residence.
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c. Committee Action
Ms. Surratt asked the committee if they had any comments on the edit that was made to Sec. 12.
Ms. Throne stated when you read Sec. 12 by itself it sounds fine, but Sec. 6 makes it unclear. Ms.
Surratt stated that Sec. 10 has definitions of the different custody scenarios. Committee discussed
options to make Sec. 6 and Sec. 10 more clear. Ms. Baker motioned the below changes to the
language:
•
•

•

Section 6: “Obligor” means a person who incurs a legal obligation to make payments for
the support of one or more children pursuant to an order. If the parties have joint physical
custody of at least one child, each party is an obligor.
Section 10(1)(3): If the parties have joint physical custody of a child, the child support
obligation of each party must be determined. After each party’s respective child support
obligation is determined, the child support obligations must be offset so that the party with
the higher child support obligations pays the other party the difference.
Section 10(1)(4): If the parties have two or more children and each party has joint physical
custody of at least one, but not all, of the children, the total child support obligations of
each party must be determined based on the number of children to whom each party owes
a child support obligation. After each party’s respective child support obligation is
determined, the child support obligations must be offset so that the party with the higher
obligation pays the other party the difference.

Senator Pickard seconded the motion. Motion passed unanimously.
Ms. Surratt motioned to adopt the language as drafted by LCB for Sec. 12. Ms. Baker seconded
motion. Motion passed unanimously.
Agenda Item #6 – Review, discussion and recommendations on the exclusion of principal
from interest and investment income from the definition of gross income for purposes of
calculating child support.
a. Presentation of interest and investment income as drafted in the October 5, 2018,
LCB, File No. 183-18, Sec. 4(1)(b)
Ms. Surratt asked Ms. Crowe to present the changes that were made to Sec. 4(1)(b). Ms. Crowe
stated the Master Draft from the committee prior to June did not include “principal.” Ms. Crowe
stated when she reviewed the meeting minutes and the recordings of the meetings, there was
discussion to add language regarding “principal,” but the language was rejected by the committee.
Ms. Crowe stated she believes the language was added in error and therefore was deleted.
b. Public Comment on this agenda item
Ms. Surratt called for public comment over the telephone: no public comment.
Ms. Surratt called for public comment in Carson City: no public comment.
c. Committee Action
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Senator Pickard stated the committee should strike “principal” from the language in Sec. 4(1)(b).
Ms. Crowe explained to the committee that this topic was brought up by Senator Pickard in
previous meetings. The committee discussed this topic and Mr. Pickard suggested adding “not
including principal” in the language. Ms. Crowe stated the committee never voted on this language.
Ms. Surratt asked Ms. Crowe if the language was in the draft document that was reviewed at the
June 28th meeting. Ms. Crowe stated it appears that the language was added in error as the
committee never voted on adding the language. Ms. Murray suggested the committee have the
discussion now. Senator Pickard stated he agrees with the way the language is written in the LCB
draft.
Ms. Surratt asked for a motion from the committee. Ms. Throne motioned to leave the language
the way it is currently written. Mr. Pickard seconded the motion. Motioned passed unanimously.
Agenda Item #7 – Review, discussion and recommendations on the inclusion of annuities in
the definition of gross income for purposes of calculating child support.
a. Presentation of interest and investment income as drafted in the October 5, 2018 LCB,
File No. 183-18, Sec. 4(1)(d)
Ms. Surratt asked Ms. Crowe to present the changes that were made to Sec. 4(1)(d). Ms. Crowe
stated the language was removed by DWSS after researching 33 states that include annuities as
income for child support obligations.
b. Public Comment on this agenda item
Ms. Surratt called for public comment over the telephone: no public comment.
Ms. Surratt called for public comment in Carson City. Public comment was heard from Glen Baker.
Mr. Baker stated he would like to see clarification on the retirement portion. He asked if this
includes a percentage of the retirement plan that wasn’t contributed by the person. Mr. Baker asked
if penalties would be included as income. He stated he would like to hear the committee’s thoughts.
c. Committee Action
Ms. Surratt asked for comments from the committee. Ms. Cliffe presented the Social Security Act
Section 459 to address this agenda item. See Exhibit B. Ms. Cliffe point the committee to Sec.
459(h). She stated the fact that those benefits are considered garnishable proves they are considered
income. Senator Pickard stated in the qualifying statement on page 1 it says that not all annuities
are income. Senator Pickard pointed the committee to NRS 422A.3352, which talks about assets.
He then talked about NAC 439.761 which points you to NRS 431.645, which defines income. He
stated the principal amount of an annuity should not be considered income as defined by the IRS
code. Senator Pickard then stated if the committee includes annuities in the new language they
need to make sure they include the same limitations as the IRS code which is to exclude the original
principal balance and limit it to only capital gains.
Ms. Surratt asked Senator Pickard if the committee left the word “annuity” in the language what
edits would he recommend to this language. Senator Pickard stated the committee needs to add a
section carving out the original balances. Ms. Surratt stated she liked his previous language,
“exclude the original principal balance and limit it to only the capital gains.” Senator Pickard
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suggested language that stated, “income from pension and annuities includes only the part that
represents deposit or draw on the investment and not the amount that was contributed to initial
fund the account.” Ms. Surratt suggested “income from a pension, annuity, or retirement plan,
excluding the original capital contribution.”
Ms. Throne stated she disagreed with Senator Pickard that the IRS code has nothing to do with
income that can be applied to supporting children. Ms. Cliffe referred to the Social Security Act
that considers income as any periodic payments. Senator Pickard stated what should not be
included are things like, personal injury payments or payments made not for purposes of income.
Ms. Surratt stated two things that are missing in the committee’s language that are in the Social
Security Act are remuneration for employment and part specific to periodic payments. She stated
if the committee adds in these two things to the language it may be the compromise between Ms.
Cliffe, Ms. Throne, and Senator Pickard. Ms. Cliffe stated all these programs are guided by the
CFR and asked if the committee had an example that could provide the committee the answer. Ms.
Murray stated she does not have anything public created, she just has the different language from
the 33 States.
Ms. Surratt stated the Social Security language is nice and clean. She stated she likes
“remuneration of employment” and “any periodic payment” language and they would help with
clarification. Senator Pickard stated the committee should make sure they are limiting the
remuneration for employment. He stated the original contribution needs to be excluded from
income.
Ms. Cliffe asked for clarification on situations where obligors are beneficiaries from annuities and
take in monthly amounts from that annuity. Senator Pickard stated you would collect under the
collection statute. Ms. Cliffe asked what if an obligor is surviving on an annuity each month.
Senator Pickard stated you would impute income because the individual is voluntarily
unemployed.
Ms. Baker motioned to modify Sec. 4(1)(d) to read: “any periodic payment from a pension,
annuity, or retirement plan that is payable to an individual which is considered based on
remuneration for employment.” Senator Pickard seconded the motion. Ms. Throne, Ms. Cliffe, and
Ms. Murray opposed the motion. Motion passed.
Agenda Item #8 – Review, discussion and recommendations on whether “awards not
intended to replace income” should be expressly excluded from the definition of gross income
for purposes of calculating child support.
a. Presentation of interest and investment income as drafted in the October 5, 2018 LCB,
File No. 183-18, Sec. 4(2)
Ms. Surratt asked Ms. Crowe to present the changes that were made to Sec. 4(2). Ms. Crowe stated
the original report from the committee included a section regarding assets. DWSS deleted,
“Compensation for losses, both general and special damages, in personal injury awards not
intended to replace income” because the language seemed to be duplicative of Sec. 4(e).
Ms. Surratt asked for committee’s comments on the revision. Senator Pickard stated this language
is not duplicative. Ms. Surratt asked Senator Pickard if he has the minutes that mention the
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committee’s decision on this language. Senator Pickard stated he recalls Judge Hoskin
acknowledged this language was not duplicative. He stated the committee wanted to give clear
direction to the courts when it comes to personal injury awards. Ms. Murray stated in the meeting
minutes and on the recordings of the meetings, those conversations were not there. She stated the
written minutes for the January 17th meeting did not show the conversations regarding this
language. Senator Pickard stated the committee could vote on it today.
b. Public Comment on this agenda item
Ms. Surratt called for public comment over the telephone. Public comment was heard from Leah
Romhaar. Ms. Romhaar stated she would prefer the language be clear for personal injury awards
as this would help with enforcing them.
Ms. Surratt called for public comment in Carson City. Ms. Crowe clarified for the committee the
January 17th recording was lost and therefore she could not listen to the conversation the committee
had regarding this language.
c. Committee Action
Ms. Surratt asked for a motion regarding the deletion of the language. Senator Pickard motioned
to reinsert the deleted language. Ms. Surratt seconded motion. Ms. Murray abstained from motion.
Motion passed.
Agenda Item #9 – Review of the October 5, 2018, LCB File No. R183-18 for edits, errors or
omissions.
a. Presentation of the October 5, 2018, LCB File No. R183-18
Ms. Surratt stated based on public comment there are two suggested revisions regarding employer
reimbursements to be excluded in Sec. 4(2) and the change of these regulations be a basis for
modification in Sec. 21(3).
b. Public Comment on this agenda item
Ms. Surratt called for public comment over the telephone: no public comment.
Ms. Surratt called for public comment in Carson City. Public comment was heard from Mr. Baker.
Mr. Baker suggested the committee include employee reimbursements for employees who are not
self-employed. Mr. Baker stated he receives $600 a year in reimbursement for purchasing tools for
his job. He suggested the committee include employer reimbursement for tuition toward education.
Including these reimbursements as income would cause the obligor an additional hardship.
Senator Pickard asked Mr. Baker to clarify the specific section he is referring to. Mr. Baker stated
he was referring to Sec. 4(2) and the items listed under it. He stated he would like the committee
to consider including his suggestions to this list. Ms. Surratt stated this is an issue for law
enforcement who get a uniform reimbursement. Judge Robb stated she would not consider
reimbursements as income.
Public Comment was heard from Jeni Cartwright. Ms. Cartwright stated she feels that it would be
a win to change the language to include reimbursements of job related expenses by the employer
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and tuition. She suggested fazing the language in on the one-year anniversary of any existing
orders. She stated this would keep everyone from flooding the courts for modifications but there
would not be a three-year waiting period for modifications. Ms. Cartwright stated she is still
concerned about the limit the committee put in place. She stated she would suggest the limit be on
the income and not the award.
Senator Pickard stated his attempt was to limit the award to the total of the obligor’s income. He
stated that the court does not consider the deviations provided in isolation. Senator Pickard stated
the courts can look at the deviations in any combination.
c. Committee Action
Ms. Surratt asked for comments from the committee regarding Sec. 4(2) regarding employer
reimbursements. Judge Robb stated this is not a bad revision. She stated those types of
reimbursements are not income. Judge Robb stated she would not base child support on that
receipt. She stated she would be in favor of adding employer reimbursements to the exception list
for clarification. Ms. Throne stated it is considered income if it is on the paystubs. Senator Pickard
stated the only exception is car allowances. Ms. Surratt stated anybody that receives a car
allowance put a significant number of miles on their vehicles. Senator Pickard stated there are
people who only travel a few miles to work but receive a $1,000 car allowance. He stated employer
reimbursements are something the committee needs to include in the language but they need to be
careful how they word it so it is not all inclusive.
Ms. Surratt asked how the committee should reword the language. Judge Robb stated the language
could read, “any reimbursement of funds actually expended by the employee.” Ms. Surratt stated
that language has potential for abuse. Senator Pickard stated he liked Judge Robb’s suggested
language. Ms. Cliffe stated they include veteran’s base house allowance as income. Ms. Throne
stated military allowances are included as income in the language. Ms. Cliffe suggested talking
about this item in future meetings as there needs to be more discussion before a decision is made.
Ms. Surratt stated she would add this to future agendas for discussion.
Ms. Surratt asked for comments from the committee regarding Sec. 21(3) regarding the public
comment requesting the committee remove or change that language. Ms. Murray stated the reason
behind this section the courts would not be able to handle influx of modifications. She stated other
states had this provision in their regulations as well. Senator Pickard and Ms. Cliffe both agreed
that changing this section would be a huge issue for the courts.
Ms. Surratt stated that the committee considered changing the modification timeframe. She
suggested the committee changing the timeframe to something shorter than three years. Ms. Surratt
stated she was not sure the committee had authority under AB 278 to make that change. Ms. Baker
stated this was not within the committee’s purview. Senator Pickard stated the committee did
expand the grounds for review.
Ms. Surratt asked the committee for comments on Ms. Cartwright’s public comment regarding
employer reimbursements. Senator Pickard suggested adopting language that is very narrow. Ms.
Murray suggested using language such as, “job related expenses.” Ms. Baker stated she would like
to discuss this more before the committee votes on new language.
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Ms. Surratt asked the committee for comments on Ms. Cartwright’s suggestion on Sec. 21(3) to
faze in the new language at the one-year anniversary of existing orders. Ms. Cliffe stated a
modification can happen every three years or a change in circumstance. Ms. Surratt motioned to
get rid of Sec. 21(3), so the public has access to medications right away. Ms. Throne seconded the
motion. Ms. Surratt asked for additional comments on the motion. Ms. Cliffe asked Ms. Surratt if
the public is entitled to a review or entitled to the change. She stated case law says it is three years
or a 20% change in circumstance. Ms. Baker stated Ms. Surratt is suggesting striking Sec. 21(3).
Senator Pickard suggested waiting until a natural trigger occurs on the case. Ms. Murray stated
DWSS could not handle this change and this would affect the funding coming in to the State. Ms.
Murray, Senator Pickard, Ms. Crecelius, Ms. Cliffe, Ms. Baker, and Judge Robb opposed the
motion. Motion did not pass.
Ms. Murray stated there was a concern on Sec. 18(4). Ms. Crowe clarified LCB asked if the
language should be “must” or “may.” Ms. Cliffe, Ms. Surratt, and Ms. Baker agreed the language
should be “may.” Senator Pickard stated “may” would not trigger an automatic support obligation;
whereas “must” would force an automatic trigger. The committee agreed “must” is the language
they wanted.
Agenda Item #10 – Discuss and approve ideas for future agenda items.
Ms. Surratt asked Ms. Crowe to explain the process regarding the updated language. Ms. Crowe
stated she would collect the edits from today’s meeting. LCB notified Ms. Crowe if there are not
any substantial changes to the language LCB will be able to review the changes before the next
Legislative session starts. DWSS will have another workshop to present the public with any
changes that were made. DWSS will have a notice of intent for the public to adopt the regulations.
Senator Pickard stated he would talk to Brenda Rose at LCB and see if she can expedite the review
of the new edits. Senator Pickard also asked Ms. Murray if she could present the committee with
a redlined version once LCB has finished reviewing the new edits. Ms. Murray stated she could
provide a redlined version to the committee.
Ms. Surratt asked the committee if they had any agenda items to add for any future meetings. She
stated she has the following agenda items from previous meetings: employer reimbursements,
serial parenting, split parenting, shared parenting, DWSS changes to the proposed language, tuition
reimbursement by employers. The committee had no new agenda items to add. Ms. Surratt stated
she can always add agenda items later if needed.
Agenda Item #11 – Public Comment
Ms. Surratt recognized written public comments that were submitted to the committee. She
recognized public comment from Senator Pickard, Glen Baker, Kristopher Daniel, and Jeni
Cartwright. Ms. Surratt stated these public comments are available on the DWSS’ website,
https://dwss.nv.gov/Support/cs_meeting_agenda_materials/.
Ms. Surratt called for public comment over the telephone: no public comment.
Ms. Surratt called for public comment in Carson City. Public comment was heard from Jeni
Cartwright. Ms. Cartwright asked what the timelines is on adopting the new regulations. Ms.
Crowe responded stating notice must be provided 15 days in advance for the Public Workshop and
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30 days in advance for the Notice of Intent to Adopt. Ms. Cartwright asked if the redline document
could be attached to the agenda for the next meeting. Ms. Surratt stated the proposed regulations
should be available on LCB’s website as well. Senator Pickard stated he would get the link from
LCB and provide it to everyone. Ms. Murray stated all documents for Public Workshop and Notice
of Intent to Adopt have to be available on the LCB website.
Agenda Item #12 – Adjournment
Ms. Surratt called for a motion for adjournment. Senator Pickard motioned to adjourn. Ms. Baker
seconded motion. Motion passed unanimously. Meeting adjourned at 5:07 pm.
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PROPOSED REGULATION OF THE
ADMINISTRATOR OF THE DIVISION OF
WELFARE AND SUPPORTIVE SERVICES OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
LCB File No. R183-18
October 5, 2018
EXPLANATION – Matter in italics is new; matter in brackets [omitted material] is material to be omitted.

AUTHORITY: §§1-22, NRS 425.620.

A REGULATION relating to child support; establishing the child support guidelines that will be
used to calculate child support in this State upon the effective date of this regulation;
and providing other matters properly relating thereto.
Legislative Counsel’s Digest:
Existing federal law and regulations require each state to establish child support
guidelines and to review such guidelines at least once every 4 years to ensure that the application
of such guidelines results in appropriate awards of child support. (42 U.S.C. § 667(a); 45 C.F.R.
§ 302.56(e)) Existing federal regulations also establish minimum standards for such guidelines.
(45 C.F.R. § 302.56(c)) Existing Nevada law establishes the general formula used to calculate
child support and sets forth several other related provisions. (NRS 125B.070-125B.085,
125B.095) Existing Nevada law also requires: (1) the Committee to Review Child Support
Guidelines to review the existing child support guidelines established in this State and provide
any recommendations for revisions to the Administrator of the Division of Welfare and
Supportive Services of the Department of Health and Human Services; and (2) the
Administrator, after reviewing and considering such recommendations, to adopt regulations
establishing the child support guidelines in this State. (NRS 425.620) The regulations adopted by
the Administrator will replace the guidelines currently set forth in existing law.
This regulation establishes the child support guidelines that will be used to calculate child
support in this State upon the effective date of this regulation. Section 4 of this regulation defines
“gross income” for the purposes of calculating child support. Section 5 of this regulation defines
an “obligee” as a person who is entitled to receive child support, and section 6 of this regulation
defines an “obligor” as a person who is required to pay child support. Section 8 of this regulation
requires any child support order to be based on an obligor’s earnings, income and other evidence
of ability to pay.
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Section 9 of this regulation authorizes the parties to a child support proceeding to
stipulate to an amount of child support that does not comply with the child support guidelines
established in this regulation and sets forth the requirements that such a stipulation must satisfy
in order to be binding. Section 9 also provides that a court may reject such a stipulation if it is a
product of coercion or the amount of child support does not meet the needs of the child.
Section 11 of this regulation requires the monthly gross income of each obligor to be
determined by stipulation of the parties or the court. Section 12 of this regulation authorizes the
court to impute income to an obligor who is underemployed or unemployed without good cause
and requires the court to take into consideration the specific circumstances of the obligor.
Section 13 of this regulation requires the court to make an equitable division of the
reasonable costs of child care, and section 14 of this regulation requires every child support
order that is issued or modified in this State to include a provision specifying that medical
support is required to be provided for the child and any details relating to such a requirement.
Section 15 of this regulation establishes the schedule for determining the base child
support obligation of an obligor based on the number of children who will receive support and
the monthly gross income of the obligor. Section 16 of this regulation requires child support to
be established using a low-income schedule based on the federal poverty guidelines if the court
determines that the total economic circumstances of an obligor limit his or her ability to pay the
base child support obligation determined pursuant to section 15. Section 16 also authorizes the
court to establish an appropriate child support obligation if the monthly gross income of an
obligor is below the lowest level set forth in the low-income schedule. Section 17 of this
regulation authorizes the court to adjust any child support obligation in accordance with the
specific needs of the child and the economic circumstances of the parties.
Section 18 of this regulation provides that the incarceration or involuntary
institutionalization of an obligor for a period of 180 consecutive days or more, or the release
from such incarceration or involuntary institutionalization, constitutes a substantial change in
circumstances that warrants the review and, if appropriate, adjustment of a child support order.
Section 18 also prohibits incarceration or involuntary institutionalization from being treated as
voluntary unemployment.
Section 19 of this regulation establishes provisions relating to the automatic termination
of a child support obligation if a child support order pertains to: (1) only one child; or (2) more
than one child but allocates a specific amount of the total child support obligation to each child.
Section 19 provides that if a child support order pertains to more than one child and does not
allocate a specific amount of the total child support obligation to each child, a person who wishes
to modify the order when a child reaches 18 years of age or, if the child is still in high school,
graduates from high school or reaches 19 years of age, whichever comes first, the person must
file a motion to modify the order or submit a stipulation between the parties to the court. Section
20 of this regulation sets forth a notice that must be included in any child support order that
pertains to more than one child and does not allocate a specific amount of the total child support
obligation to each child.
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Section 21 of this regulation requires any modification or adjustment of a child support
order to be based upon a change in circumstances unless otherwise authorized by law or
regulation.
Section 1. Chapter 425 of NAC is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set
forth as sections 2 to 21, inclusive, of this regulation.
Sec. 2. As used in sections 2 to 21, inclusive, of this regulation, unless the context
otherwise requires, the words and terms defined in sections 3 to 7, inclusive, of this regulation
have the meanings ascribed to them in those sections.
Sec. 3. “Child support obligation” means the amount of child support that is required to be
paid by an obligor.
Sec. 4. 1. “Gross income” includes, without limitation:
(a) Salary and wages, including, without limitation, money earned from overtime pay if such
overtime pay is substantial, consistent and can be accurately determined.
(b) Interest and investment income, not including the principal.
(c) Social security disability benefits and old-age insurance benefits under federal law.
(d) Income from a pension, annuity or retirement plan.
(e) Net proceeds resulting from workers’ compensation or other personal injury awards
intended to replace income.
(f) Unemployment insurance.
(g) Income continuation benefits.
(h) Voluntary contributions to a deferred compensation plan, employee contributions to an
employee benefit or profit-sharing plan, and voluntary employee contributions to any
pension or retirement account, regardless of whether the account provides for tax deferral
or avoidance.
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(i) Military allowances and veterans’ benefits.
(j) Compensation for lost wages.
(k) Undistributed income of a business entity in which a party has an ownership interest
sufficient to individually exercise control over or access the earnings of the business,
unless the income is included as an asset for the purposes of imputing income pursuant to
section 12 of this regulation. As used in this paragraph:
(1)

“Reasonable allowance for economic depreciation” means the amount of

depreciation on assets computed using the straight-line method and useful lives as
determined under federal income tax laws and regulations.
(2)

“Undistributed income” means federal taxable income of a business entity plus

depreciation claimed on the federal income tax return of the business less a reasonable
allowance for economic depreciation.
(l) Child care subsidy payments if a party is a child care provider.
(m) Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, all other income of a party, regardless of
whether such income is taxable.
2. The term does not include:
(a) Child support received.
(b) Foster care or kinship care payments.
(c) Benefits received under the federal Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program.
(d) Cash benefits paid by a county.
(e) Supplemental security income benefits and state supplemental payments.
(f) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (l) of subsection 1, payments made for social
services or any other public assistance benefits.
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3. This section must not be construed to limit income withholding or the assignment of
workers’ compensation benefits for the collection of child support.
Sec. 5. “Obligee” means a person who is entitled to receive payments for the support
of one or more children pursuant to an order.
Sec. 6. “Obligor” means a person who incurs a legal obligation to make payments for
the support of one or more children pursuant to an order.
Sec. 7. “Order” has the meaning ascribed to “order for the support of a child” in NRS
125B.145.
Sec. 8. 1. Any order must be based on the obligor’s earnings, income and other
evidence of ability to pay.
2.

It is presumed that the basic needs of a child are met by a child support obligation

established pursuant to the guidelines set forth in sections 2 to 21, inclusive, of this regulation,
however, this presumption may be rebutted by evidence proving that the needs of a particular
child are not met or are exceeded by such a child support obligation.
3.

If the court establishes a child support obligation that is greater or less than the child

support obligation that would be established pursuant to the guidelines set forth in sections 2
to 21, inclusive, of this regulation, the court must:
(a) Set forth findings of fact as to the basis for the deviation from the guidelines;
and

(b) Provide in the findings of fact the child support obligation that would have been

established pursuant to the guidelines.
Sec. 9. 1. In lieu of having a child support obligation determined pursuant to the
guidelines set forth in sections 2 to 21, inclusive, of this regulation, the parties may stipulate to
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a child support obligation that does not comply with such guidelines. To be binding, such a
stipulation must be in writing and:
(a) Set forth the current monthly gross income of each party;
(b) Specify what the child support obligation would be under the guidelines;
(c) Provide notice to both parties that, if either party seeks a review of the stipulated child
support obligation for any authorized reason, the court will calculate the child support
obligation in accordance with the child support guidelines in effect at the time of the
review;

(d) Contain a certification by the obligee that he or she is not currently

receiving public assistance and has not applied for public assistance;
(e) Certify that the basic needs of the child are met or exceeded by the stipulated child support
obligation; and
(f) Be approved and adopted as an order of the court.
2. Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection 1, a court may reject a stipulation if the
court determines that the stipulation is a product of coercion or the child support obligation
does not meet the needs of the child.
Sec. 10. 1. If the parties do not stipulate to a child support obligation pursuant to
section 9 of this regulation, the court must determine the child support obligation in
accordance with the guidelines set forth in sections 2 to 21, inclusive, of this regulation.
2.

If a party has primary physical custody of a child, he or she is deemed to be the obligee

and the other party is deemed to be the obligor, and the child support obligation of the obligor
must be determined.
3.

If the parties have joint physical custody of a child, each party is deemed to be an

obligor and the child support obligation of each party must be determined. After each party’s
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respective child support obligation is determined, the child support obligations must be offset
so that the party with the higher child support obligation pays the other party the difference.
4.

If the parties have two or more children and each party has joint physical custody of at

least one, but not all, of the children, each party is deemed to be an obligor and the total child
support obligation of each party must be determined based on the number of children to
whom each party owes a child support obligation. After each party’s respective child support
obligation is determined, the child support obligations must be offset so that the party with the
higher obligation pays the other party the difference.
Sec. 11. 1. The monthly gross income of each obligor must be determined by:
(a) Stipulation of the parties; or
(b) The court, after considering all financial or other information relevant to the earning
capacity of the obligor.
2. In determining the monthly gross income of each obligor, the court may direct
either party to furnish financial information or other records, including, without limitation,
any income tax returns.
Sec. 12.

1.

If after taking evidence, the court determines that an obligor is

underemployed or unemployed without good cause, the court may impute income to the
obligor.
2. If the court imputes income, the court must take into consideration, to the extent
known, the specific circumstances of the obligor, including, without limitation:
(a) The obligor’s:
(1) Assets;
(2) Residence;
(3) Employment and earnings history;
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(4) Job skills;
(5) Educational attainment;
(6) Literacy;
(7) Age;
(8) Health;
(9) Criminal record and other employment barriers; and
(10) Record of seeking work;
(b) The local job market;
(c) The availability of employers willing to hire the obligor;

(d) The prevailing earnings

level in the local community; and
(e) Any other relevant background factors in the case.
Sec. 13. The court must consider the reasonable costs of child care paid by either or
both parties and make an equitable division thereof.
Sec. 14. 1. Every order issued or modified in this State must include a provision specifying:
(a) That medical support is required to be provided for the child; and
(b) Any details relating to that requirement.
2. As used in this section, “medical support” includes, without limitation, the payment
of a premium for accessible medical, vision or dental coverage under a plan of insurance,
including, without limitation, a public plan such as Medicaid or a reduced-fee plan such as
the Children’s Health Insurance Program, that is reasonable in cost. For the purpose of this
subsection:
(a) Coverage under a plan of insurance is “accessible” if the plan:
(1) Is not limited to coverage within a geographical area; or
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(2) Is limited to coverage within a geographical area and the child resides within that
geographical area.
(b) The payment of a premium for coverage under a plan of insurance is “reasonable in
cost” if:
(1) The cost:
(I)
To each party who is responsible for providing medical support is not
more than 5 percent of the monthly gross income of the party; or
(II)

Of adding a dependent child to any existing coverage for health care or

the difference between individual and family coverage, whichever is less, is not
more than 5 percent of the monthly gross income of the party; and
(2) The court assesses the plan of insurance, including the copayments, deductible and
maximum out-of-pocket costs, and determines that the plan is reasonable in cost.
Sec. 15. Except as otherwise provided in section 16 of this regulation, the base
child support obligation of an obligor must be determined according to the
following schedule:
1. For one child, the sum of:
(a) For the first $6,000 of an obligor’s monthly gross income, 16 percent of such
income;

(b) For any portion of an obligor’s monthly gross income that is greater than

$6,000 and equal to or less than $10,000, 8 percent of such a portion; and
(c) For any portion of an obligor’s monthly gross income that is greater than $10,000,
4 percent of such a portion.
2. For two children, the sum of:
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(a) For the first $6,000 of an obligor’s monthly gross income, 22 percent of such
income;

(b) For any portion of an obligor’s monthly gross income that is greater than

$6,000 and equal to or less than $10,000, 11 percent of such a portion; and
(c) For any portion of an obligor’s monthly gross income that is greater than $10,000,
6 percent of such a portion.
3. For three children, the sum of:
(a) For the first $6,000 of an obligor’s monthly gross income, 26 percent of such income;
(b) For any portion of an obligor’s monthly gross income that is greater than $6,000 and
equal to or less than $10,000, 13 percent of such a portion; and
(c) For any portion of an obligor’s monthly gross income that is greater than $10,000,
6 percent of such a portion.
4. For four children, the sum of:
(a) For the first $6,000 of an obligor’s monthly gross income, 28 percent of such
income;

(b) For any portion of an obligor’s monthly gross income that is greater than

$6,000 and equal to or less than $10,000, 14 percent of such a portion; and
(c) For any portion of an obligor’s monthly gross income that is greater than $10,000,
7 percent of such a portion.
5. For each additional child, the sum of:
(a)

For the first $6,000 of an obligor’s monthly gross income, an additional 2 percent of

such income;
(b)

For any portion of an obligor’s monthly gross income that is greater than $6,000 and

equal to or less than $10,000, an additional 1 percent of such a portion; and
(c)

For any portion of an obligor’s monthly gross income that is greater than $10,000, an

additional 0.5 percent of such a portion.
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Sec. 16. 1. If the court determines that the total economic circumstances of an obligor
limit his or her ability to pay a child support obligation in the amount determined pursuant to
section 15 of this regulation, the child support obligation must be established by using a
lowincome schedule which is based on the current federal poverty guidelines, as determined
by the Secretary of Health and Human Services, and which is published annually in the
Federal Register.
2.

If the monthly gross income of an obligor is below the lowest level set forth in the

lowincome schedule, the court may establish an appropriate child support obligation based on
the total economic circumstances of the obligor, balancing his or her need for self-support
with the obligation to support his or her child.
3.

The low-income schedule must be published by the Administrative Office of the Courts

on or before March 31 of each year.
Sec. 17. 1. Any child support obligation may be adjusted by the court in accordance
with the specific needs of the child and the economic circumstances of the parties based upon
the following factors and specific findings of fact:
(a) Any special educational needs of the child;
(b) The legal responsibility of the parties for the support of others;
(c) The value of services contributed by either party;
(d) Any public assistance paid to support the child;
(e) The cost of transportation of the child to and from visitation;
(f) The relative income of both households;
(g) Any other necessary expenses for the benefit of the child; and
(h) The obligor’s ability to pay.
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2. The court may include benefits received by a child pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 402(d)
based on a parent’s entitlement to federal disability or old-age insurance benefits pursuant to
42 U.S.C. §§ 401 to 433, inclusive, in the parent’s gross income and adjust an obligor’s child
support obligation by subtracting the amount of the child’s benefit. In no case may this
adjustment require an obligee to reimburse an obligor for any portion of the child’s benefit.
Sec. 18. 1. If an obligor is incarcerated or involuntarily institutionalized for a period of
180 consecutive days or more, or is released from such incarceration or involuntary
institutionalization, such an occurrence is considered to be a substantial change in
circumstances that warrants the review and, if appropriate, the adjustment of an order based
on the obligor’s ability to pay. A party or the enforcing authority may petition the court to
request a hearing for review.
2.

Incarceration or involuntary institutionalization must not be treated as voluntary

unemployment and income must not be imputed to an obligor who is incarcerated or
involuntarily institutionalized.
3.

The court may verify that an obligor has the means to pay more or less than the child

support obligation established in the order during the period that he or she is incarcerated or
involuntarily institutionalized.
4.

If a child support obligation is reduced during the period that an obligor is

incarcerated or involuntarily institutionalized, beginning on the first day of the month
following the release of the obligor, the child support obligation must be set by using the
lowest monthly income in the low-income schedule established pursuant to section 16 of this
regulation or, if a higher child support obligation was ordered by the court during the period
of incarceration or involuntary institutionalization, to the higher of the two. This subsection
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must not be construed to preclude an obligor from seeking a modification of an order based
on a change in circumstances or another authorized reason.
5.

This section must not be construed to prohibit a party or the enforcing authority from

petitioning the court for a determination of a child support obligation or any arrearage.
6.

As used in this section, “incarcerated or involuntarily institutionalized” includes,

without limitation:
(a) Imprisonment in a federal or state prison or a county jail; and
(b) Involuntary commitment to a facility for the detention of children or a mental health
facility.
Sec. 19. 1. Except as otherwise provided by law, if an order pertains to only one child,
the child support obligation terminates when the child reaches 18 years of age or, if the child
is still in high school, when the child graduates from high school or reaches 19 years of age,
whichever comes first.
2.

Except as otherwise provided by law, if an order pertains to more than one child and

allocates a specific amount of the total child support obligation to each child, the child support
obligation for a particular child is terminated beginning on the first day of the month
following the date on which the child reaches 18 years of age or, if the child is still in high
school, the first day of the month following the date on which the child graduates from high
school or reaches 19 years of age, whichever comes first.
3.

If an order pertains to more than one child and does not allocate a specific amount of

the total child support obligation to each child:
(a)

If a party wishes to modify the order when a child reaches 18 years of age or, if the

child is still in high school, graduates from high school or reaches 19 years of age, whichever
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comes first, the party must file a motion to modify the order with the court or submit a
stipulation between the parties to the court.
(b)

If a motion to modify the order is filed with the court, any modification of the child

support obligation:
(1)

Must be in compliance with the child support guidelines in existence at the time

of the modification for the remaining children to whom the order pertains; and
(2)

Unless the parties agree otherwise in a stipulation, will be effective as of the

date the motion to modify the order was filed with the court.
Sec. 20. Any order that pertains to more than one child and does not allocate a specific
amount of the total child support obligation to each child must include the following notice:

NOTICE: If you want to adjust the amount of child support established in this order,
you MUST file a motion to modify the order with or submit a stipulation to the court. If a
motion to modify the order is not filed or a stipulation is not submitted, the child support
obligation established in this order will continue until such time as all children who are the
subject of this order reach 18 years of age or, if the youngest child who is subject to this order
is still in high school when he or she reaches 18 years of age, when the child graduates from
high school or reaches 19 years of age, whichever comes first. Unless the parties agree
otherwise in a stipulation, any modification made pursuant to a motion to modify the order
will be effective as of the date the motion was filed.

Sec. 21. 1. Except as otherwise authorized by law or sections 2 to 21, inclusive, of this
regulation, after a court has established a child support obligation, any subsequent
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modification or adjustment of the child support obligation must be based upon a change in
circumstances.
2. The receipt of public assistance by a child or an obligee constitutes a change in
circumstances that will allow the review and, if appropriate, modification of the child support
obligation in accordance with the child support guidelines in effect at the time of the review.
3. The adoption of or any revision to sections 2 to 21, inclusive, of this regulation must not, in
and of itself, be considered a change in circumstances sufficient to justify the modification of
any existing order or money judgment.
Sec. 22. 1. The provisions of section 18 of this regulation apply to any order for the support
of a child that is issued or modified in this State on or after the effective date of this
regulation.
2. As used in this section, “order for the support of a child” has the meaning ascribed to it in
NRS 125B.145.
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Exhibit B
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